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TechNote Summary 
This tech note will describe how to use the region objects to be used in the Rule Enrichment (RE) results.  

Note: The Rule Enrichment is a sub feature from the results of the Machine Learning (ML) feature. To 
enable the analysis provided by the Rule Enrichment, the steps to upload the traffic logs to Expedition and 
the processing of those traffic logs must have been completed beforehand. 

Use Case 
The Rule Enrichment (RE) feature provides security policy recommendations resulting from Expedition’s 
machine learning (ML) analysis. The analysis compares a date range of traffic logs against the security 
policies in the firewall’s running configuration, analyzing the source and destination IP’s, the user-ID’s, the 
app-ID’s and the protocol and ports the app-ID’s communicate over learned from the traffic logs.  

The results from the RE are intended to provide security policy recommendations to reduce the footprint of 
what is allowed per policy based on user-ID, app-ID communications and source and destination IP.  

As networks change to allow new users, applications, server and access requirements, the policy 
recommendations are not meant to be set and forget configurations. Instead the RE feature within 
Expedition have been designed to  become a part of a firewall administration’s operational workflow that 
can automate the continuous tuning and adaption of security policies from the learned communications 
data from the traffic logs. 

 

How Regions are used within the RE 
When viewing and importing the Source and Destination for the policy recommendations from the RE, 2 
options are provided, each option providing pros and cons.  

 

 
 

IPs: will import into the security policy the list of sources and destination IP’s and ranges learned from the 
traffic logs.  

• Pros: provides fine grained control based on specific host lists learned from the traffic logs. 
• Cons: as additional hosts need access to the services allowed by the policy, operational needs 

may require daily adding and removal from the list of hosts in either the source or destination. 
This level of control may be required by some policies but may not be needed for other policies. 
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Regions: will import network summarized address objects into the source and destination address of each 
policy imported from the RE. 

• Pros: imports network summarized address objects into the security policies. This may be ideal 
for most policies. The network summarized objects are learned from the PanOS configured 
region objects to be described in more detail in the following sections of this document. 

• Cons: may not be ideal for highly sensitive policies that require specific host based access 
control. 

 

Region objects 
‘Regions’ objects within PanOS provides predefined objects and also provides the option to add custom 
regional objects, both of which can be used as the source or destination in policy configuration. The most 
widely used option for the regions objects is the predefined objects based on country origin (based in the 
IANA IP allocation lists https://www.iana.org/numbers). 
 
The use of custom defined regions objects can be useful for customer networks by enabling the option to 
create regions for their internal network subnets and use those objects in policies and reporting.  
 
Note: The custom objects will be used over the predefined objects. If a custom object is configured with 
an IP that overlaps a predefined objects, the custom object will be used. 
 

 
 

After regions objects are created, PanOS will utilize those objects within the traffic logs by comparing the 
source IP and destination IP in the traffic logs and checking if those IP’s fall under an existing regions 
objects, either predefined or custom configured. 

The traffic logs display the regions in the ‘Source Country’ and ‘Destination Country’ Columns. 
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By default, the ‘Source Country’ and ‘Destination Country’ columns are not exposed. To display those 
columns, select the drop down from the traffic log header and enable the display of those options. 

 
PanOS writes the regions information into the traffic log messages which can be used when generating 
reports and also by external tools such as Expedition’s ML analysis. 

 

Importing Regions using RE 
As the regions objects are written into the traffic logs, this enables Expedition’s ML analysis to also utilize 
these objects.  

For the results from the RE, when importing rules, the best practice for most use cases is to choose the 
Regions option for either the Source or Destination.  
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Choosing regions as the source should be used selectively. For internet bound traffic, it is advisable to use 
the regions as the source (as its origin is coming from the internal network) while destination may be internet 
bound servers which will likely be unknown, so the option should be to use ‘any’ as the destination. 

 

Importing Regions into Policies 
After choosing to import the policies from the RE the source or destination chosen to import the regions will 
utilize those objects learned from the traffic logs. 

 

 
 

As discussed in earlier sections, the regions objects must be configured in PanOS (either on the firewall or 
within a Panorama device-group). After the regions objects have been written to the traffic logs, they can 
then be utilized by the Expedition ML analysis. 

 

Learning Regions Data from Expedition 
Expedition can help to provide the network subnet information to create regions objects for your network. 
One results the from traffic log analysis is to provide summaries of the IP subnets learned from sources 
and destinations learned from the traffic logs.  

The provide this analysis use the following option. 

Note: a requirement to produce the results (learned subnets from the traffic logs) requires the traffic logs to 
have been uploaded and processed prior to starting this option. 
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Create a project 

 

Associate a device to the project 

 
 

Create a Log connector plugin (PLUGINS à PAN-OS CONNECTORS à LOG) 

Select the device and choose a Period (date range) to provide the timeline basis when analyzing the traffic 
logs. 
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Navigate to the M.LEARNING menu to start the REGIONS DISCOVERY analysis. 

 
 

Click ‘Discover Networks’ to start. 

From the results choose the subnets that match your internal and public IP subnets and choose ‘Enable’ 

 
On the right hand menu choose ‘Analyze Enabled Networks’. Prior to starting you can choose the subnet 
mask to apply to the results. 
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The results from the analysis will be shown, along with the number of IP’s seen that fall under those subnets. 
The IP’s seen will be a result from the traffic log analysis and the data range from the Log connector plugin. 
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Expanding the REGIONS tab will display the Regions objects that were imported from the running 
configuration from the device associated with this project. 

 
In the DEVICES page, as part of the prework needed, the running-configuration should have been imported 
from the firewall or panorama. As part of the import the Regions objects will have also been imported and 
made available within Expedition. 
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PanOS information on Regions 
The link below provides background information on how to configure Regions objects in PanOS. 

https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/pan-os/8-1/pan-os-web-interface-help/objects/objects-regions.html 
 

 

 

 


